We illustrate the possibility of observing signals from Flavor Changing Neutral Currents, originating from the scalar sector of a Two Higgs Doublet Model. In particular, we focus on the tree level process + ? ! tc + ct, via scalar exchange in the s-channel, as a distinctive process for + ? colliders.
Introduction
The First Muon Collider (FMC) will reach a maximum center of mass energy of 500 GeV, exploring all the interesting intermediate regimes. In a second phase, the + ? collider should upgrade its energy to up to 4 TeV and therefore become a very high energy lepton collider, even compared to NLC.
A high energy lepton collider will be a very promising environment to look for new physics beyond the Standard Model (SM), taking advantage of the large enough energy which will become available at low background rates. As has become common knowledge by now, the great advantage of a + ? machine will be to allow the study of the s-channel production of scalar Higgs like particles, which should occur at a much more conspicuous rate with respect to an e + e ? collider (m '200 m e ).
A very important and direct application of this property will be the study of the Higgs sector of both the SM and its SuperSymmetric (SUSY) extensions, looking for positive or negative evidence of the scalar and pseudoscalar particles which are theoretically predicted in these models. Even if evidence is found at a di erent machine (for instance a hadron collider), a + ? machine will o er an optimal energy resolution to sit at resonance and study the properties of these particles, i.e. their masses and their couplings. This subject has been thoroughly covered in some plenary talks 1, 2] and dedicated parallel sessions 3, 4] during this workshop.
Along these lines, we want to discuss here the possibility of further studying the properties of the scalar sector of the SM as well as of many of its extensions, SUSY included, by looking for anomalous Flavor Changing Neutral Currents (FCNC) induced by scalar exchange. It is well known that any extended scalar sector containing identical replicas of the same representation of scalar elds (for instance: N identical doublets or N identical pairs of doublets, etc.) can induce FCNC at the tree level. This is due to the possibility of diagonalizing the mass matrix of the fermion elds without diagonalizing each single fermionscalar coupling 1 . The interest in models containig many identical generations of scalars (sometimes even in a one-to-one correspondence with the generations of fermions) arises in many string-inspired Grand Uni ed Models (for instance E 6 ) and is therefore of a more general interest.
In order to be more predictive and to limit the number of parameters in our analysis, we focus on a minimal extension of the scalar sector of the SM, a Two Higgs Doublet Model (2HDM). This can be used as a simple model, which we are able to work out to the very last consequences in order to study the compatibility of its predictions with the existing experiments. On a more general ground, our analysis should provide useful hints for a diversity of extensions of the SM, which both theorist and experimentalist are encouraged to study.
Since FCNC are forbidden in the SM, their study can provide us with unambiguous evidence of new physics. However, severe constraints are imposed by the low energy physics of the K-and B-mesons, such that FCNC have practically to be avoided in this sector of the theory. This is naturally accomplished by the SM itself via the GIM mechanism, and has to be imposed ad hoc in any 2HDM, by introducing a discrete symmetry 5], which limits the possible Yukawa couplings between fermions and scalars.
Apart from the experimental constraints coming from K-and B-physics, there is no a priori theoretical reason not to have FCNC. Therefore, the assumption of this ad hoc discrete symmetry may be dropped in favor of a more natural one, which takes any Flavor Changing (FC) coupling to a scalar eld to be proportional to the mass of the coupled fermions. The basic idea is that a natural hierarcy is provided by the observed fermion masses and this may be transfered to the couplings between fermions and scalar elds 6, 7, 8, 9] . In this way, FCNC are naturally suppressed in the light sector of the theory, while dramatic e ects may be seen in processes which involve the heavy quark elds of the third generation, i.e. the top quark.
We illustrate these ideas at work in the following sections, rst presenting the model we refer to 10, 11] and then focusing on some FC signals, namely ( tc + ct)-production which, if possible at an e + e ? -collider 12], is even more enhanced and distinctive at a + ? -collider 13].
The Model
We explicitly consider in this context only the quark elds, assuming that the discussion of the quark and lepton sectors of the theory can proceed independently. Then, let us consider the quark Yukawa Lagrangian of a 2HDM, which we write as, Depending on whether the up-type and down-type quarks are coupled to the same or to two di erent scalar doublets respectively, one obtains the so called Model I and Model II 2HDM's. 14].
In contrast we want to consider the case in which no discrete symmetry is imposed and both up-type and down-type quarks then have FC couplings. For this type of 2HDM, that we call Model III, the Yukawa Lagrangian for the quark elds is as in Eq. (1) and no term can be dropped a priori, see also Refs. 10, 12] . Since the two scalar doublet are completely independent , by a suitable rotation of the quark elds, we can chose the two scalar doublets in such a way that only the U;D ij couplings generate the fermion masses, i.e. such that 2 We remind that in a 2HDM the pseudoscalar eld A 0 does not couple to the gauge bosons.
It is interesting to notice that for = 0: (1) H 0 corresponds exactly to the SM Higgs eld, and , h 0 and A 0 generate the new FC couplings; (2) h 0 does not couple to the gauge bosons, i.e. it behaves like the pseudoscalar eld A 0 .
Finally, we want to introduce some de nite ansatz that will guide us in our phenomenological approach to the study of Model III. Because the Yukawa Lagrangian directly breaks the avor symmetry among quarks, and this ultimately results into fermion mass generation, some major proposals exist in the literature 6, 7, 8, 9] which suggest to take the new FC couplings to be proportional to the mass of the quarks involved in the coupling, i.e. 
where for the sake of simplicity we take the ij to be real (for more details see 12, 11] ). In this ansatz the residual degree of arbitrariness of the FC couplings is expressed through the ij parameters, which need to be constrained by the available phenomenology. In particular we will see how K 0 ? K 0 and B 0 ? B 0 mixings (and to a less extent D 0 ? D 0 mixing) put severe constraints on the FC couplings involving the rst family of quarks.
There is no doubt that the most interesting signals of these non-standard couplings are to come from the physics of the top quark, both production and decays. Therefore, we would like to single out the right processes and the right environment in which we could already have the possibility of testing the consequences of our assumptions. We nd that, unless for scalar masses in the multi-TeV range, the tree level contributions need to be strongly suppressed, requiring that the corresponding FC couplings are much than one. Enforcing the ansatz made in Eq. (6) 11]. Therefore we may want to look at other constraints in order to single out the most interesting scenarios.
Analysis of the constraints
Three are in particular the physical observables that impose strong bounds on the masses and couplings of Model III 16, 11] the inclusive branching ratio for B ! X s , which is measured to (12) We conclude that, given the existing constraints, Model III has the very interesting characteristic of providing sizable FC couplings for the top quark, in a way that will certainly be testable at the next generation of lepton and hadron colliders. We will discuss some of these phenomenological issues in the next section.
Top-charm production: the case of a muon collider If we assume Eq. (11), U ct becomes the most relevant FC coupling. The presence of a U ct avor changing coupling can be tested by looking at both top decays and top production (see Ref. 11] 
and references therein).
It is interesting that the rst upper bounds on t ! cV (V = ; Z 0 ) are now coming from recent experimental analysis 20] (see Ref. 11] for the corresponding theoretical prediction in Model III). Encouraged by this progress, we want to concentrate here on top-charm production. The SM prediction for top-charm production is extremely suppressed and any signal would be a clear evidence of new physics with large FC couplings in the third family. The nal state for this process has a unique kinematics, with a very massive jet recoiling against an almost massless one (very di erent from a bs production signal, for instance). This quite distinctive signature may allow to work even with relatively low statistics, as can be the case for a lepton collider. The much better statistics one could get at an hadron collider, would come at a cost of a much higher background (mostly, tree level SM background for a one-loop process). A nice analysis of the hadron collider case is presented in Ref. 21 ].
Here we want to focus on lepton colliders and in particular on the case of the FMC. In principle, the production of top-charm pairs arises both at the tree level, via the s-channel exchange of a scalar eld with FC couplings, and at the one loop level, via corrections to the Ztc and tc vertices.
The s-channel production is not relevant for an e + e ? collider, because the coupling of the scalar elds to the electron is very suppressed (m ' 200 m e ).
An interesting proposal for a t-channel production via W + W ? -fusion at a p s=1
TeV e + e ? collider has been pointed out in Ref. 22 ]. However, top-charm production at an e + e ? collider remains mainly a loop e ect and therefore (even at the energies of NLC) it is suppressed with respect to the corresponding production cross section at the FMC (see Ref. 12] ) and in particular at the very high energy muon collider.
In fact, for a + ? collider, the s-channel top-charm production via a neutral scalar/pseudoscalar is a nice example of the kind of resonance production we brie y discussed in the Introduction. At resonance, the new scalars (let us denote them generically by H) may be produced at an appreciable rate, and the e ective cross section for any nal state very much depends on the relation between the beam energy resolution and the width of the scalar particle (? H where 0 = ( + ? ! ! e + e ? ) and R(H) = H = 0 for H the total cross section for producing H.
To be more explicit, let us consider the case of a scalar eld H = h 0 . Then, according to what we discussed in a previous section,
The total width ? h 0 can be obtained from the literature (see for instance 14]), and varies with M h 0 because of the di erent decay channels that open up at higher M h 0 . On the other hand, the rate for top-charm production in Model III is explicitly given by, 
Therefore, our results depend on both M h 0 and ? h 0 , and on how ? h 0 compares to the resolution parameter R. We use the set of parameters posted for this workshop. In particular we consider the possibility to reach resolutions as accurate as R'1% and the availability of a average luminosity of L av =10 32 for p s=200 GeV up to L av =7 10 32 for p s=500 GeV. For a given R, we vary M h 0 in the range, 100 GeV M h 0 800 GeV ; (20) and for given M h 0 and R, we consider two di erent cases: =0 and = =4. In the rst case ? h 0 is smaller than in the second case, because the h 0 eld does not couple to W + W ? and Z 0 Z 0 . In both cases we assume all the i couplings to be real and of O(1). Our results are summarized in Fig. 1 .
Note that for = 0, if M h 0 is below the t t threshold R tc is about :2 ? 3 and in fact tc makes up a large branching ratio. Above the t t threshold R tc drops. In this narrow width case we clearly see how our result depends on R and how for smaller values of R the predictions get closer and closer to the pure BreitWigner case. For = =4 the branching ratio is smaller due to the W + W ? and Z 0 Z 0 threshold at about the same mass as the tc threshold and so R tc is around 10 ?3 . In this case the width is broader and there is almost no dependence on R. To be more speci c, let us assume that M h 0 = 300 GeV, then 0 1 pb.
For L av = 10 32 cm ?2 s ?1 and R = 0:01, = 0 will produce about 10 2 (t c + tc) events and = =4 will produce only a few events. Much higher statistics can be obtained improving on the average luminosity available, which we hope will remain one of the priorities in the study of the FMC. Given the distinctive nature of the nal state and the lack of a Standard Model background, su cient luminosity should allow the observation of such events.
If such events are observed, we will also have the possibility to extract the values of L and R , provided we determine the helicity of the produced top quark, expressed in termes of L and R as H t = ?H t = j R j 2 ? j L j 2 j R j 2 + j L j 2 : (21) The helicity of the t quark cannot be determined directly, but has to be obtained from the decay distributions of the top 24], the number of events required to observe it with a signi cance of 3 being 
Thus at least 10 2 events are required to begin to measure the helicity of the top and hence the relative strengths of L and R . In the above numerical examples it is clear that for some combinations of parameters, particularly if the luminosity is higher than 10 32 cm ?2 s ?1 , su cient events to measure the helicity may be present.
